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Legal Corner

Myth-Busters vs.
Capture Planners
by Shlomo D. Katz, Counsel

T

he process of capture
planning involves talking
to the customer. Before
the procurement, your organization
will talk to potential customers about
their future needs and goals, their expectations for upcoming acquisitions,
and how your company can meet
those needs. During the procurement,
your organization will talk to the
customer about what the solicitation
means and, if the customer requests
discussions or clarifications, will
talk about how well the proposal is
responding to the solicitation. Finally,
after the procurement, your organization will talk to the customer in a
debriefing. Yes, even winners should
request debriefings.
The Office of Federal Procurement
Policy (OFPP) believes that there is
not enough talking taking place. It
also believes that there are a lot of
misconceptions out there about what
S
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kind of communications are permitted and are most effective. To clear
this up, OFPP recently released a
memorandum entitled “Myth-Busting
2”: Addressing Misconceptions and
Further Improving Communication
During the Acquisition Process. Here
are some of the points that OFPP
makes in its memo that should be of
interest to those in the capture business, together with my own take on
OFPP’s points:

Misconception
“The best way to present
my company’s capabilities
is by marketing directly to
Contracting Officers and/or
signing them up for my mailing
list.”

Fact
Contracting officers and
program managers are often
inundated with general
marketing material that doesn’t

reach the right people at the
right time. As an alternative,
vendors can take advantage
of the various outreach
sessions that agencies hold
for the purpose of connecting
contracting officers and
program managers with
companies whose skills are
needed.
To promote this goal, the
Government has added a Vendor
Collaboration Central Event Listing
to the FedBizOpps homepage, www.
fbo.gov. This page is supposed to
provide quick and easy access to
agency-vendor communication plans
and upcoming vendor collaboration
events or engagement opportunities,
such as industry days, pre-RFP
conferences, vendor forums, etc.
OFPP argues that when contractors
are familiar with already-available
information, it reduces the burden on
the acquisition workforce generally,
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and will make contractor’s conversations with potential customers more
targeted and productive.

“It’s worth taking the time
to call the vendor in case
there were competitionlimiting items in the
solicitation or practices in
the acquisition process.”
OFPP notes that communication is
a two-way street. Thus, the memo
argues that it’s always a good idea for
an agency to find out why vendors did
not bid on a solicitation. “It’s worth
taking the time to call the vendor in
case there were competition-limiting
items in the solicitation or practices
in the acquisition process. Obtaining
this information allows the agency to
improve future acquisition processes,”
OFPP says.

It will be interesting to see whether
contracting officers or program managers take this advice to heart. In the
meantime, however, don’t forget that
contractors have various legal rights
when there are competition-limiting
items in the solicitation.

Misconception
“It is a good idea to bring only
business development and
marketing people to meetings
with the agency’s technical
staff.”

Fact
In meetings with government
technical personnel, it’s far
more valuable for you to bring
subject matter experts to the
meeting rather than focusing on
the sales pitch.
If there are contractors out there who
share this misconception, I’d like to
hear from them. OFPP thinks that
agency personnel are interested in

better understanding the marketplace,
advances in technology, and your
firm’s capabilities and that, in order to
gain this understanding, it is usually
more helpful for them to discuss technical issues than business development
issues. This seems to make sense, and
I’m curious to know whether and why
any contractors feel differently. Are
they afraid that the technical geek in
the room will give away competitionsensitive information that might
show up in the next solicitation? The
Trade Secrets Act prohibits Federal
employees from divulging protected
information, including confidential
commercial or financial data, trade
secrets, operations, processes, or style
of work. Inform the Government
if anything that was said is proprietary or confidential, and scrub any
handouts carefully before going into
the meeting.

Misconception
“To develop my new
proposal, I don’t really need
to tailor my solution to the
specific solicitation since the
government won’t read my
proposal that closely anyway.”

Fact
Offerors should tailor each
proposal to the evaluation
criteria, proposal instructions,
and specific requirements of
the solicitation to which they
are responding. Contracting
Officers and evaluation team
members read proposals
closely for compliance with
the proposal instructions and
must evaluate them against
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the evaluation factors and
the statement of work in the
solicitation.
I recently spoke at forum where someone in the audience stood up and said,
in essence, “I don’t plan to do what’s
in my proposal. That’s just sales talk.”
The rest of the audience looked at him
like he’d just stepped off a spaceship
from Mars. Your proposal is a legal

document and will help determine
how your company will spend and
earn money during the next five or ten
years and whether the contract will
be profitable. Capture and proposal
people who don’t understand that will
sooner or later wish they had gone
into a different line of work. Hopefully they won’t have five or ten years
as guests of their former customer to

figure that out, but that’s certainly
possible if you have the attitude of the
person mentioned above.
These are some of the myths about
capture planning and business development that OFPP hopes to dispel,
plus a little commentary of my own.
Please contact me for a copy of the
full memo or to share your thoughts
about these issues.

Shlomo D. Katz is Counsel in the Washington, DC office of the international law firm of Brown Rudnick LLP, a Corporate Sponsor of APMP-NCA, specializing in all
aspects of Government contracting. Shlomo is a frequent presenter at chapter events. If you have any questions about the topic of this article or other proposal
or contracting issues, Shlomo D. Katz can be reached at 202.536-1753 or via email at skatz@brownrudnick.com.
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BROWN RUDNICK’S Government Contracts team
has a formidable record of success in helping clients
resolve a wide range of complex business disputes.
We are a top-ranking Washington group with more
than 25 years experience representing world-leading
companies in the defense, technology, energy, nuclear
and construction industries, health care, real estate, as
well as small, mid-sized and emerging companies and
public entities.
From advising on the legal aspects of proposal
preparation to prosecuting and defending bid protests
before the Government Accountability Office (GAO),
to asserting and defending claims before courts and
boards of contract appeals, to investigating and
defending civil and criminal fraud accusations, our team
delivers proven abilities and a grounded perspective.
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